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Abstract

The construction management education is by far still evolving in meeting the 21st-century education challenges in producing highly capable and competitive graduates. This circumstance is in part contributed by inadequate planning in designing programmes. The development of programmes till adapts the traditional approach in the design which seems short in providing and delivering a comprehensive program. One significant finding that contributes to this issue was related to an absence of a generally accepted term of reference. This study aims to test a working common recognize term of reference framework against the available construction management programme offered in the Malaysian public university. A qualitative approach has been chosen as the primary method which uses document analysis as the main technique to test the framework with the assistance of N-Vivo software. In this study, a working reference framework has been tested by mapping several undergraduate construction management programme syllabuses onto the framework. The findings found that the syllabuses are lacking in several technical areas and it is suggested that this framework can assist in the improvement of the programs by identifying the critical area that needs to be focus on.
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1. Introduction

Construction industry is very dynamic and unique. Rapid changes in technological development [1], ever-changing regulatory requirement coupled
with the challenges of global competitiveness [2] have created the need for highly knowledgeable and capable construction management (CM) graduates. Studies carried out in other countries on the identification of necessary and skills attribute for CM graduates identified mixed finding which the industry employers’ representatives suggest that the needs of the industry do not always address by the education and training offered at universities [3-5].

CM has been recognized as a professional discipline. Many universities in countries such as Australia, Hong Kong, China, UK, USA and Singapore offered undergraduate and postgraduate degree in CM courses [2] and it has steadily been recognized by the industry clients and other built environment professionals [6]. There are many types of research being done especially in the UK regarding the CM education and some of which are quite similar to the Malaysian scenario. The situations of CM education in Malaysia are as discussed.

Recent prediction of skills shortage within the construction sector is very alarming and the higher education sector has a significant role to play in responding to this issue and there is evidence showing that the retention of graduates in the industry and application to build environment degree are falling [4]. This has created a void which is being filled by foreign workers and other graduates from different field who are struggling to find a job.

Project failure is due primarily to getting the wrong people who are ill-trained for the job, with the incorrect attitude, irresponsible and questionable integrity [7]. This has been supported by the findings in the 11th Malaysian Plan work shop which identified that the graduates appointed as an officer within the project are lacking in the required competency for the given task [8]. Apart from relevant course content to job-related situations, several authors have highlighted that there is the need for an appropriate teaching approach that bridges the perceived mismatch between formal academic instruction and on the job training [9].

CM education in Malaysia started only in the last 30 years. In Malaysia, only 3 public universities offer a bachelor degree in construction management. They are Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM), Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM) and Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM). For the graduates’ job prospect, they have the opportunity to work in construction management line.

The Malaysian Qualification Agency (MQA), in responding to the globalization agenda of education introduced the Malaysian Qualification Framework (MQF) as a means to standardize the outcomes of the education system in Malaysia. MQA is responsible for the implementation of the principles of the MQF and has established structures to oversee the development of the relevant qualification and to ensure that the institutions that deliver the qualification meet the standards especially in developing their curricula.

2. Construction Education Development

Previously, architects and engineers have seen themselves as professional master builders who planned and designed project and then supervised the actual construction, which was done by forces working under their direct supervision or by a contractor engaged primarily to provide and supervise the labor force [10]. The work and its supervision were left to constructor who was commonly
craftsmen. For many years, construction managers were either craft persons without a college education or graduates of an engineering program who were trained on the job [11].

Moreover, contractor view engineers and architects as an elitist who felt themselves to be genteel to work with their hands or push others to do so, or to be concerned with money, business and sometimes, political matters, which were the contractor’s principal concerns [10]. However, the management and technology of construction companies change and expand dramatically. This complexity of construction project, innovation and evolution in construction technology, the sophistication of new equipment all increased the demand for well-educated and well-trained construction managers with knowledge of business and building management [12].

Despite the long-standing demand for continues professional development in this area, little attention is devoted to CM in academic courses [13]. A recognition of the needs to include a focus on the management of the project in the education of both undergraduate and graduate students began to develop in civil engineering programs at a number of universities in the United States in the late 1950s and early 1960s [14].

The aim of CM education must give bright, alert and hard-working individuals running starts toward a successful professional career operating in some phase of this highly complex industry [10]. The current thrust of CM program is to produce construction oriented graduates who can immediately cost-effective upon employment by the contractor [15].

2.1. Construction management curricula

The construction industry is known to be complex and fragmented, involving numerous players, skills and technologies. Construction managers are engaged not only in the task that requires pure technical expertise such as production and maintenance of constructed facilities but also in specialized tasks that require extensive management and administrative expertise [16]. CM education is built upon the fundamentals of civil engineering and most programs offers students a balance or research and coursework in construction technologies and management philosophy and practice, with an additional study from other disciplines to provide candidates with the skills and experiences needed to successfully manage a construction project [17].

The apparent consensus on the needs for the management education for professional justifies the pursuit of a program that encompasses the knowledge required for the construction sectors [13]. Some believe that managerial education can be acquired at the workplace or should be introduced and integrated as part of undergraduate programs [16]. From the curricula of existing programs in the Malaysian public university, it is possible to synthesize a set of courses believed to meet the needs and the basic requirement of the industry. The CM curriculum is also a combination of engineering, technology, construction techniques and management [1].

The development of the curriculum is still using the traditional approach. An established programme structure from established university is always being
referred and used as the basic structure of the programme. To supplement, the use of the available international standard has provided guidance on what is the key knowledge area that needed to be focused. However, there is no clear guideline on how this key knowledge area is supposed to be mapped onto the curriculum structure and it is observed that because of the lacking in a commonly accepted reference framework, the structure of the programme considered for this study has been identified to be almost the same from other programme structure found within other universities in the world.

2.2. Reference framework
The availability of a commonly recognized term of reference is crucial to be used as a reference framework in order for any programme to be developed holistically. The development of reference framework (RF) is always linked with an improvement of processes [18-20]. Reference is defined as a source of information containing useful facts and information while the framework is defined as a set of ideas or facts that provide support for something or can be said as the frame of reference [21]. The depth and detail of RF may vary depending on the objective of the RF. It can be quite detailed or just a simple outlined [22].

The framework in Fig. 1 has been developed to supplement the needs of the CM education and training in improving the current practice. The RF is basically a rundown of typical activities found within the construction project management lifecycle. This RF is developed to give an overview of how the overall project lifecycle processes look like. It is imperative for the education and training programmes developer to understand the processes and know what are the critical activities before any programmes can be developed.

This RF was initially developed as a means to assess the Malaysian public project management training adequacy. This framework has been developed and validated, drawing data from experienced practicing professional through focus group discussion. The framework has assisted the public project management practice by clearly identified the activities that the public project officer should be responsible for the project lifecycle and thus has refined and detailed the training needs of the public officer in managing projects. This framework has been adopted to assess the CM programme provided by the public university for this study.

3. Research Method
This study uses the qualitative approach which employs the document analysis technique as the main method in obtaining the result. The main source of the document was obtained from the CM undergraduate programme syllabus offered by the Malaysian public university. A number of three public universities which offered the CM program were identified. They are Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM), Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) and Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM). The syllabus has been processed and compared to the framework with the assistance of the N-Vivo software. This software helps in theming and coding the data to ease the analysis. The findings have been mapped onto the framework to give an overview on how the current syllabus coverage against the reference framework.
Fig. 1. Project management reference framework [23].
4. Findings and Discussions

The result for the syllabus mapping is as shown in Fig. 2. From the document analysis, the coverage of the Malaysian public university CM has been mapped onto the framework. The mapping provides an overview on how the CM programme coverage compared to what is practiced in the industry.

From the results in Fig. 2, it can be seen that the coverage of the knowledge provided for each stage of the construction project lifecycle is not comprehensive. However, to be fair, not every activity is needed to be mastered by the CM graduates. For an instance, in the design stage, where the overall design is being produced is under the responsibility of the architects which has the skills and knowledge in that particular task. Same goes with the tendering stage which the quantity surveyor is the person who is qualified to produce and assessed the tender. But then again, it is quite concerning that the other stages where the CM syllabus should be focusing is still lacking in the content.

The result indicates that the CM programme being assessed are still lacking in some technical area. In fact, it can be observed that the Malaysian public university CM syllabus offered is not holistic in providing a comprehensive construction management technical knowledge.

For the sake of argument, PMBoK® may be sufficient to be used as the term of reference to a certain extent. However, bear in mind, BoK is relatively a guideline of the knowledge area found within the project management. It gives guideline in ‘what’ knowledge area is consists in project management rather than to guide on ‘how’ we should implement it [24]. It is the programme developer responsibility to integrate the knowledge area with the actual process to provide a comprehensive and holistic programme to produce better graduates.

5. Conclusions

From this empirical study, it can be observed that a new approach is needed to be considered for future development in CM programmes. However, for existing program, the structure can be improved to integrate on what is lacking and there is no need to reinvent the wheel. Further study on how the practice can move forward need to be carried out in order for the education and training in CM to be relevant and up to date.
Fig. 2. Malaysian public construction management programme coverage.
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